- Issues of *Hintergrund* for July and August 1972 featuring articles on Vietnam and Buttinger.
- Typescript of Buttinger's *The Smaller Dragon*.

- 1 sound cassette labelled on one side "The Fall of Saigon April 28-30 1975," and on the other side "The Final Vietnam [following words indecipherable] March-April [year indecipherable]."

- Draft preface to Buttinger's *A Dragon Embattled* and his *Vietnam, A Political History*.

- Handwritten drafts for *A Dragon Embattled*.

- Correspondence 1957-1959, including letters to and from members of Congress, Cardinal Spellman, Ambassador Tran Van Chuong.

- Correspondence regarding Buttinger's *Am Beispiel Oesterreichs*.

- Digest of *The Smaller Dragon* [typescript].

- *Le Petit Dragon* [typescript].

- Typescript and manuscript of [part?] one of Buttinger's books.